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Executive Summary 

 
Statement of Purpose 

[Insert Your Business Name] will support community members in Orlando and 

neighboring markets in finding solutions for their property needs. We will 

provide vacation and short-term rental options for visitors and transients in 

the highly active tourism sector in Orlando. We will pre-rehab and rehabilitate 

homes and improve the curbside appeal of neighborhoods. [Insert Your 

Business Name] will include in its focus future investment opportunities in 

property and community development. We will also partner with other 

investors, builders and funding sources to facilitate success. 

Corporate Status and Ownership 

[Insert Your Business Name] is organized as an LLC S-Corporation. It is solely 

owned and operated. The company will pass a portion of its cash flow as salary 

to the owner, while retaining a percentage for ongoing investments. In order to 

take full advantage of LLC tax benefits, we will always seek the guidance of an 

accountant well versed in real estate accounting and tax interests. 

Description of Business and Strategies 

[Insert Your Business Name] will conduct business in the Real Estate Industry, 

and provide professional services to customers who own real property, who 

own mortgages in distress, and those in need of property but do not have the 

means to obtain them traditionally. We will also provide short term rental 

services for visiting customers to the areas we service. 

 
 

Our keys to success will be: 

AirBnB: 

1. Providing an efficient and modern short term vacation alternative for 

visitors. 

2. Maintaining an average yearly 75% occupancy rate. 

Property Operations 

1. Providing efficient and effective communication to ensure successful 

business enterprises with leads. 

2. Providing a fast close where applicable. 

3. Ensuring productive, mutually beneficial and profitable partnerships with 

investors/buyers and property owners. 
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4. Completing accurate analysis and review of prehab and rehab properties to 

ensure a return of at least $30,000 minimum on properties. 

5. Providing solutions for our customers, as it relates to mortgage relief, fast 

sale of property, credit management and home buying for low credit buyers. 

 
 

MANAGEMENT 

 
Experience and Knowledge 

My current experience in real estate is in the ownership of a rental property in 

another country where a profit is made monthly, as well as an investment 

property currently residing in. In addition to my current mentorship, I am also 

studying for my Real Estate Sales Associate License, in an effort to improve my 

knowledge of the industry. Additionally, I will be reviewing extensive real 

estate information from various sources including Youtube, BiggerPockets, 

Meetup Groups, Real Estate Networking and recommended readings from my 

mentorship program. 

I earned an MBA in International Business in 2001, and have worked in the 

Retail and Cruise Line Industries for twelve and five years, respectively, ending 

my corporate career in both at the Manager level. I have gained significant 

experience in organization, people and business management, financial 

analysis, sales and stock planning, forecasting and inventory management. 

These are assets that will drive the success of Adasa Properties LLC. 

Resources 

1. Women Who Win Mentorship Program: [Insert Your Business Name] will take 

full  advantage of all the knowledge and opportunities that come from being a 
part of this 16 week intensive real estate training Program. I will continue to 

network and form support groups with members, locally and in other States. 

Professional and Social Organizations: Joining these groups will increase the 

exposure of [Insert Your Business Name] in the community, and improve my 

knowledge and networking. 

a) CFRI Central Florida Realty Investors: Attend monthly meetings and 

participate in classes related to my strategies. Build relationships with 
investors, buyers, property managers, and construction 

b) Winter Park Toastmasters: Attend weekly meetings and improve my 

speech techniques and communication. 

c) Other Social Real Estate Groups: Attend regular meetup meetings and real 

estate events with other real estate industry members, networking and 
learning from the community 
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2. Professional Relationships: [Insert Your Business Name] will employ 

professional services of Accountants, Lawyers and Real Estate Agents. We 

will use this as a source of information, professional links, and opportunities 
in the industry. 

 
 

LOCATION 

[Insert Your Business Name] will operate from my home office until the 

business is strong enough to support an appropriate office location, if 

necessary. One of the purposes of this business is to be mobile, so our need for 

an office location is low. There are no distractions at the home office and full 

focus can be made on ensuring success. Only our commitment daily will prove 

how fast that will be. 

 
 

Tasks: 

1. Organization: An organized, clean and neat space is kept at all times. A 

dry erase board and calendar records goals, timelines, and schedules. 

2. Weekly Schedule: Complete to designate hours of operation daily. 

3. Weekly Goals: To-do list posted to measure tasks and successes weekly. 

4. End of Week Recap: Review the weeks actions, successes, failures and 
learning opportunities, as well as changes for the following week. 

 
 

OPERATION STRATEGIES 

 
Short Term Cash Flow Strategies 

To build immediate cash flow and establish our brand, we will focus on: 

1. Air BnB Property Rentals 

Capitalize on opportunistic tourism and transient communities in different 

markets by leasing and renting short term rentals. We will make lease 

arrangements with owners to Short Term rent their properties, furnished or 

unfurnished. We will furnish properties tastefully and at low costs. 

2. Wholesaling 

Actively seek out distressed properties of motivated sellers and create a bridge 

between the sellers and investors with both parties benefiting. Common types 

are personal financial pressures, unemployment, relocation, divorce and health 

problems. We will assign the sales contract to another investor (for a profit) 

without taking possession of the property. 
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3. Prehabbing 

Gain experience in the rehabilitation of properties by finding and turning “bad” 

properties into “good” properties, in order to sell to Fix and Flip investors at a 

greater profit margin for [Insert Your Business Name]. 

 
 

Long Term High Yield Strategies 

These strategies will be employed as soon as the Company acquires sufficient 

Capital from our short-term strategic successes. We are open to also starting 

this in the short term, if great opportunities appear, and funding sources and 

partners are sourced. 

1. Rehabbing (Fix and Flip) 

[Insert Your Business Name] will source houses needing improvement and 
renovations, which we are able to sell at full market value. We will build 

credibility by using our flips to greater market the company. We will focus on 

flipping at least three fix and flips with a minimum profit return of $30,000 

each. We will also incorporate into this a “Fix and Rent and Flip” Strategy for 

holding property for longer term profit return, if the opportunity presents itself. 

2. Buy and Hold 

After extensive knowledge enhancement on different real estate markets, [Insert 

Your Business Name] will find properties that can both be profitable rented and 

has high equity building potential long term. We will utilize Property Managers 
to manage these properties. 

3. Purchase Wholesale to Sell at Retail 

While becoming a seasoned investor, [Insert Your Business Name] will gain 

expert knowledge in being able to recognize the “gems” of real estate. These 

will be properties that we will purchase at wholesale price, and sale at retail, 

with an expected 20-25% profit margin. If targeted correctly, purchasing 

discounted, below-market properties can immediately provide positive 

returns. We will either assign the sales contract to another investor (for a 

profit) without taking possession of the property or rehab and resell the 

property at a retail price. 

4. Take Over Payment Systems and Subject-To Mortgages 

[Insert Your Business Name] will support the community through mortgage 

relief for distressed mortgage holders and home ownership for credit 

challenged buyers. With more research and knowledge, we can determine the 

most opportunistic strategy for each property - Wrap, Assign or Rent. 
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Funding 

Short Term Funding 

Our Marketing and Operations within the first 3 months will be funded by the 
owner’s personal capital investment. Within this time, the Company we will be 

building our business credit in an effort to obtain low interest short term loans 

from funding sources including Paypal, Square and 0% interest credit cards from 

personal credit. 

Long Term Funding 

We will be souring long term and higher capital funding from our partnerships 

with Investors, Funding Agencies and Banks. 

 
 

Market 

 
Industry Review 

[Insert Your Business Name] will be starting operations in the Real Estate 

Market of Orlando Market. For the last 3 years Orlando has ranked in the top 

5 places to invest, and the market has been growing year to year. Population 

growth projections for Orlando is 4.8% for 2019, with a 3.5% employment 

growth rate, home values increase of 10.7% expected and a 5.7% rental yield. 

Hundreds of new build communities have been constructed within Orlando 

and in surrounding neighboring cities, including Kissimmee and Apopka, to 
name a few. 

 
 

With new tourist attractions being launched including Universal Epic and 

Dezerland Action Park, there will not only be need for short term 

accommodations, but also housing and rentals for employees. 

 
 

Property values and employment rates are projected to continue on a positive 
trend. We see this as an opportunity and advantage; finding the gems, finding 

the problems to solve and supporting the growing community. 

 
 

Target Areas 

[Insert Your Business Name] will focus on immediate areas outside of the City 

Center of Orlando. Characteristics of this areas should be high grade, 

valuable land and cheap houses. Our “areas” will expand to include other 

opportunities ones across the US, replicating the successes learned in our 

start-up area. By 
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operating virtually, we will be able connect and conduct business nationwide, 

opening and closing deals from our home office. 

 
 

Target Market 

AirBnB 

These properties will be located in AirBnB authorized zip codes, within 15-25 

minutes of major Attractions, and one-bedroom apartments preferably, 

furnished or unfurnished. Main area of focus to start will be Kissimmee, which 

boasts some of the highest return on Air B&B in the vicinity of Orlando. 

Owners must be able to lease to our Company for the purpose of short-term 

rentals. Along with sources from Landlords, we will also consult FSBO 

sellers and Expired Listings. 

 
 

Property Operations 

The segment of the population that we will be focused on need solutions to get 

out of heavy property bills and mortgages. These include tax auction sales, 

landlords, expired listings, for sale by owner, tax liens, pre-foreclosures and 

other properties in distress (hoarders, fixer uppers). 

 
 

We will focus our solution efforts on community members who need a way out 

of some financial responsibilities, who have low credit scores, and who would 
like their lives improved and stress reduced. 

 
 

Marketing Plan 

 
Marketing Goals 

 We will present ourselves professionally at all times on our Website, 

Business Cards, Voicemail, Marketing Materials, and in Person. 

 We will ensure marketing material is professionally done, clear, concise and 

tells our customers and partners immediately who we are, and what we do. 

 We will ensure to follow up on all marketing materials sent, and complete a 

schedule and timeline to ensure efficiency. 

 We will complete continuing analysis of the behavior and results of our 

marketing materials 
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Marketing Strategies 

To be successful, and depending on our strategy, we will incorporate the below 

strategies in our Marketing operations: 

 
 

Print: 
 

- Bandit Signs - Direct Mail 

- Door Hangers - Flyers 

- Business Cards - Postcards 

- Local Newspaper Ads  

 
 

Online 
 

- Social Media Site Marketing - Paid Subscription Leads 

- Company Website - Craigslist 

- Online Local Advertising - Email Listings 

- Google Ads  

 
 

Business Goals 

 
Solutions 

 Grow our business and capital through providing solutions to customers 

with real property problems or credit challenges in acquiring a mortgage. 

Acquire these properties and make a profit through creating bridges 

between sellers the buyers. 

 With capital growth and increased financial security, expand our focus to 

include larger property purchases. Provide solutions for damaged or 

distressed property owners by acquiring property, improving or selling. 

Brand 

 Our brand will establish trust and reliability with our customers to ensure 

premium experience. This will drive our referral rates for new clients. 

 We will be market knowledgeable and be able to provide advice and 

strategies for sellers and buyers through our experience. 
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 We will align our brand with other well-known and reputable agencies 

and partners to ensure that we are known to be a part of effective 

networks. 

 I, representing my brand, will stand out among my peers, ensuring that I am 

showcasing professionalism, courtesy, care, understanding, patience and 

kindness with all I interact with for my business. 

 
 

Community 

 Be an answer for my community. Many folks have issues and problems. We 

are listeners, and will support our community members by listening to their 

problems and designing the best solutions for them. A WIN-WIN. 

 Uplift problem areas by aligning the right investors with the right 

communities. This should be beneficial to the one who resides there, and the 
one who will improve it. 

 Restoring properties will increase curb appeal and bring value to the 

communities we operate in. 

 Being a role model in business, supporting and participating in local 

community local events will not only benefit them, but also lift awareness for 
our company. 

 
 

Summary 

 
The goal of [Insert Your Business Name] is to provide Real Estate Solutions and 

Services to our customers and community members. We intend to do this and 

maintain a profitable business yearly. [Insert Your Business Name] will focus 

on immediate Short-Term Cash Flow Strategies that will turn a profit monthly 

with the right investment and operations management. Building networks, my 

brand, and relationships with other industry elites will drive our success in 

this industry. In some cases, we will utilize short term loans to support 

strategies and ensure payoff within a 3-to-6-month period. We will partner 

with other investors to fund larger projects. We intend to retain a percentage 

of profit monthly in the Company, and build our Capital to fund our Long-Term 

Strategies. Continuous support and giving back to our community will be 

tantamount to our success. 
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Financial Data 

 

Must Do’s 2019 

 November to December 2019: Acquire Air B&B and put into service by Dec 

1st 2019 - Target of $1500 for first month. 

 Education - Complete 4-month Mentorship Program - ends [Month Year] 

 Build networking within Professional Clubs and Personal Relationships. 

 Source and partner with a Lawyer, Accountant and Real Estate Agent focused 
on Real Estate Investment. 

GOALS for 2020: Make Profit of $108,000, after COGS. 

 AirBnB: Obtain 3 at minimum $750 each per month in profit for $27,000. 

 Wholesaling: Do one deal per month for $4,500 minimum for $45,000 - (10 

months to start) 

 Pre-habbing: Complete 3 pre-habs in the first year, minimum return of 

$9,000 each for $27,000. 

 
 

Execution and Timelines 
 
 
 

Description of Task (YEAR 1 & BLUEPRINT FOR 2-3) Start Date End Date Duration 

Business Formation & Credit Building & Website Complete 9/27/2019 12/15/2019 12 wks 

Real Estate Sales Associate Training and License 10/1/2019 10/31/2019 4 wks 

Women Who Win Mentorship Program 10/9/2019 12/15/2019 12 wks 

Acquire $10,000 Funds for Air B&B Startups 11/15/2019 11/30/2019 2 wks 

Project: Acquire 3 Air B&B Properties and launch for January 2020 12/01/2019 12/31/2019 4 wks 

Project: Wholesaling: Market and Contract one per month 1/1/2020 12/31/2020 Monthly 

Project: Prehab: Find &Start on a property prehab. Repeat every 3 

months for a 2-week duration. May, August, November. 

2/1/2020 2/15/2020 2 wks 

Project: Join a Fix and Flip Investment 3/1/2020 6/1/2020 3 mths 

Expand workforce to include 2 assistants for operations 6/1/2020 7/1/2020 1 mth 
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Description of Task (YEAR 2 TO 5ADDITIONAL) Start Date End Date Duration 

Project: 1 flip every 3 months with minimum $30k return, partner 

with investors. 

1/1/2021 12/31/2021 3 mths 

Project: Expand Air B&B footprint with 6 new properties in new 

markets 

1/1/2021 3/31/2021 3 mths 

Project: Invest in 2 Buy and Hold properties 4/1/2021 7/1/2021 3 mths 

 

Financial Assumptions 

*** All financial numbers to be confirmed 

 
 

Start Up Costs and Capital 

1. Startup expenses total $1,200 

2. Owner investment funds of $2,000 

3. PayPal loan for Air BnB of $10,000 

 
 

Year One Cash Flow Statement 

1. Gross Margin of $108,000 in 2020. 

2. Net Profit after business expenses (payroll, marketing) of $54,542 

 
 

Expected Results 

We expect to achieve the Year one Projects within that time-frames scheduled 

and earn a gross margin of minimum $108,000 in the first year. During this 

time, advancement of knowledge and experience, exposure of our business, 

relationships formed will drive our projects to be implemented for 2021. 

 Monthly average expected Cash Flow of minimum $8,000, post expenses. 
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Startup Expenses 
  

   

Sources of Capital   

   

Owners' Investment (name and percent 

ownership) 

  

Your Name  $2,000 

Total Investment  $2,000 

   

Other Loans   

PayPal  $10,000 

Source 2  - 

Total Other Loans  $10,000 

   

Startup Expenses   

Capital Equipment List   

Furniture  $200 

Equipment  70 

Total Capital Equipment  $270 

   

Advertising and Promotional Expenses   

Advertising  $200 

Signage  100 

Printing  100 

Website and Hosting  30 

Total Advertising/Promotional Expenses  $430 

   

Reserve for Contingencies  $500 

   

Working Capital    $- 
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Summary Statement   

   

Sources of Capital   

Owners' and other investments  $2,000 

Other loans  10,000 

Total Source of Funds  $12,000 

   

Startup Expenses   

Capital equipment  270 

Advertising/promotional expenses  430 

Total Startup Expenses  $1,200 
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Income Statement Year 1             

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Totals 

Revenue              

Air B&B 6,480 6,480 6,480 6,480 6,480 6,480 6,480 6,480 6,480 6,480 6,480 6,480 $77,760 

Wholesaling - - 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 $60,000 

Pre-habbing - 12,000 - - 12,000 - - 12,000 - - 12,000 - $48,000 

TOPS - - - - - - - - - - - - $- 

Fix and Flip - - - - - - - - - - - - $- 

Buy and Hold - - - - - - - - - - - - $- 

Total Revenue $11,480 $23,480 $11,480 $11,480 $23,480 $11,480 $11,480 $23,480 $11,480 $11,480 $23,480 $11,480 $185,760 

Cost of Goods Sold              

Air B&B 4,230 4,230 4,230 4,230 4,230 4,230 4,230 4,230 4,230 4,230 4,230 4,230 $50,760 

Wholesaling - - 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 $5,000 

Pre-habbing - 3,000 - - 3,000 - - 3,000 - - 3,000 - $12,000 

TOPS - - - - - - - - - - - - $- 

Fix and Flip - - - - - - - - - - - - $- 

Buy and Hold - - - - - - - - - - - - $- 

Total Cost of Goods Sold $4,230 $7,230 $4,730 $4,730 $7,730 $4,730 $4,730 $7,730 $4,730 $4,730 $7,730 $4,730 $67,760 

Gross Margin $2,250 $11,250 $6,750 $6,750 $15,750 $6,750 $6,750 $15,750 $6,750 $6,750 $15,750 $6,750 $108,000 
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Payroll $2,310 $2,310 $2,310 $2,310 $2,310 $5,109 $5,109 $5,109 $5,109 $5,109 $5,109 $5,109 $47,312 

Operating Expenses              

Advertising 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 $4,200 

Car and Truck Expenses - - - - - - - - - - - - $- 

Total Operating Expenses $350 $350 $350 $350 $350 $350 $350 $350 $350 $350 $350 $350 $4,200 

Income (Before Other Expenses) $(410) $8,590 $4,090 $4,090 $13,090 $1,291 $1,291 $10,291 $1,291 $1,291 $10,291 $1,291 $56,488 

Other Expenses              

Amortized Start-up Expenses 138 138 138 138 138 138 138 138 138 138 138 138 $1,653 

Depreciation - - - - - - - - - - - - $- 

Interest              

Commercial Loan 42 38 35 31 28 25 21 18 14 11 7 4 $273 

Total Other Expenses 179 176 173 169 166 162 159 155 152 148 145 141 $1,926 

Net Income Before Income Tax $(589) $8,414 $3,917 $3,921 $12,924 $1,129 $1,132 $10,136 $1,139 $1,143 $10,146 $1,150 $54,562 

Income Tax $- $- $- $- $- $- $- $- $- $- $- $- $- 

Net Profit/Loss $(589) $8,414 $3,917 $3,921 $12,924 $1,129 $1,132 $10,136 $1,139 $1,143 $10,146 $1,150 $54,562 
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